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Capturing Infinite Wonderful Memories with Team Group’s Memory 
Card for Action Cameras: GO Card 

 

 
 

Team Group, the world’s leading memory brand, today announced the release of Go 

Card, a memory card made especially for action cameras. Team Group is continuously 

dedicated to satisfying our customers’ needs in every respect. And now, to meet the 

huge demand for memory cards brought about by smart mobile devices, and 

consumers’ requirements for speed and versatile usages, Team Group released Go 

Card, a memory card that has great versatility, excellent transfer performance and 

UHS-I Speed Class 3 (U3) compliant. Go Card is able to satisfy sports lovers by 

capturing and preserving all wonderful memories, while expanding the memory 

capacity of the action camera swiftly and easily. 

 

Team Group’s latest released GO Card is not only fast, high performance and rated 

UHS-I Speed Class 3 (U3), it is also the best companion for action camera users. With 

the performance Full HD and 4K high quality video needed, users are able to capture 

in 4K ultra high quality or 240 frames per second. The read speed of GO Card is up to 

90MB/s, and the write speed is up to 45MB/s. When using GO Card, you can 

immediately enjoy the smooth recording and video playback experience, freely 

capture wonderful moments in life. 

 

For consumers who love extreme sports to record those wonderful moments, Go Card 

is built for use and last in extreme environments. It offers 4 trustworthy protections: 

water proof, dust proof, x-ray proof and cold resistant. The memory card will still 

remain undamaged and offers long lasting storage performance even if the device is 

broken. So users’ precious memories can be completely preserved without any loss. 

GO Card has also been tested for compatibility with each action camera on the market. 

Therefore, consumers can relax and fully enjoy the fun of sports, capturing photos and 



 

videos. Using SD adapter and USB 3.0 high speed reader allows for more versatility 

and better transfer performance. 

 

Go Card is adopting new printing technology to fully carry out the concept of 

“memory last forever”. During the manufacturing process, not only the color inkjet 

heat transfer printing is screen free, but we are also using eco-friendly inks to protect 

our environment. With the new printing technology, the colors printed on the memory 

card can stay as vivid as ever, just like the memory stored inside. 

 

 
TEAM GO CARD: 

http://www.teamgroupinc.com/en/product/MEMORYCards/MicroSD/GO 

CARD 

 

 



 

As a leading provider of memory storage products and mobile applications to the consumer market, Team Group is 

committed to providing the best storage, multimedia and data sharing solutions. All Team memory module 

come with a lifetime warranty, repair and replacement services. For more information, please visit the Team 

at www.teamgroupinc.com or FB https://www.facebook.com/teamgroupinc 

 【About Team Group】 

As a leading provider of memory storage products and mobile applications to the consumer market, Team Group is 

committed to providing the best storage, multimedia and data sharing solutions. All Team memory module 
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Team website at www.teamgroup.com.tw or Follow our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/teamgroupinc or on 

twitter.com/TeamGroupTech 
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